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Abstract

Comparative shopping is a promising web service in the field of mobile commerce. This paper aims to propose a context-aware

comparative shopping. Multi-agent intelligent architecture is adopted to implement the autonomous negotiation mechanism

between buyers and sellers. To automatically estimate user preferences to determine the best purchase, case-based reasoning and

negotiation mechanism are utilized. We developed a prototype system and experiment to show the possibility of the mechanism

proposed in this paper. We found that our mechanism with multi-agents yields more pay-off, total sales, and wins than the system

without those features.
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1. Introduction

The number of users of mobile terminals (phones,

PDAs, and communicators) is increasing rapidly. The

miniature size of mobile terminals, and that they easily

fit into a pocket, makes them an ideal channel for

offering personalized and localized services to mobile

users. Mobile commerce creates a broad range of new

business opportunities for players in the field, such as

content and service providers.

One potential business opportunity includes sug-

gesting alternative or comparable products to shoppers,

from on- or off-line shops, through mobile devices. In

the past, there has not been communication or com-

petition in real-time between off-line sellers and on-line

sellers. However, if buyers carry their own wireless

devices, they can compare products online even when

they are shopping at a traditional brick-and-mortar

shop. If this kind of ubiquity and ‘‘reachabililty’’ is

incorporated, buyers may increase their satisfaction

level by making more informed purchases—whether

with on- or off-line businesses.

However, only a few web sites are using auton-

omous agents to negotiate on behalf of their own-

ers, and hence they do not negotiate with buyers.

They only provide ads such as product description,

price, discount, and warranty condition. There has

been substantial research of market-based systems

[7,29]. They tried to model an optimization problem

for a marketplace consisting of multiple agents in

order to calculate optimal equilibrium. Enterprise
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[19], Challenger [5], and WALRAS [6] were such

systems. However, as many optimization approaches

have encountered, purchasing behavior is hard to

quantify. Even though it is possible, creating and

changing mathematical models are knowledge-inten-

sive—and hence very costly. To increase customer

satisfaction, web sites may dynamically vary prod-

ucts’ selling conditions by observing customer pref-

erences and behaviors. For example, some buyers

may be prioritizing on price, and others may see

warranty services as the more important factor.

These lead to the motivation to build an intelligent

system that can successfully provide a better pro-

posal enough to sell its own products and at the

same time yield a profit for itself. Moreover, the

service should be fast enough to influence buyers’

decisions before they finish shopping at an off-line

shop. As a result, the prompt and adaptive mobile

web service requires intelligence and autonomy.

These naturally lead us to apply intelligent agent-

based systems.

MIT’s Media Lab has proposed an excellent

approach to agent-based negotiation at point of sale.

They combined ideas from electronic commerce and

mobile environments in agent-based transaction sys-

tems [42]. They extended the Kasbah system [4],

letting buyers and sellers create their own agents.When

PDA-equipped buyers want to make a purchase, they

need to know if there are any other shops which are

suggesting better conditions. In this situation, the goal

of the system would be to successfully find such on-

line shops by communicating with several selling

agents and comparative shopping agents on the buyer’s

behalf.

However, the situation needs to be more gener-

alized to be used in a more realistic setting. First,

sellers at the point of sale may be extended from

one physical marketplace and multiple on-line mar-

ketplaces to multiple physical marketplaces and

multiple on-line marketplaces. To do so, the loca-

tion of the buyer at the point of sale and that of the

other off-line shops should be considered. The

‘‘Impulse’’ research project is one that enables

location-based agent assistance [41]. Secondly,

buyers and sellers tend to maximize their own

utilities, rather than optimize price level only. Price

matters but multi-parameter on-line purchase deci-

sion is needed for more sophisticated agent system

[23,24]. The negotiation criteria should be aug-

mented from price only to price, quality, brand

name, warranty services, etc. Hence, the system

must let buyers and sellers create their own profiles.

Finally, in comparison to the optimization approach,

agents need to be intelligent enough to give suffi-

ciently satisfied suggestions even though utility

functions are unknown mathematically.

Hence, the aim of this paper is to propose a

context-aware and autonomous system for mobile

and comparative shopping that meets the abovemen-

tioned requirements. We adopted a multi-agent intel-

ligent system (MAIS) architecture for the following

reasons. First, we assume that many selling agents are

ready to service according to the request delivered by

a negotiator. Secondly, an intelligent agent can con-

tain transaction rules to intelligently and autono-

mously produce proposals under the delegation of

its human owner(s). Next, agent architecture shows

widely distributed services very well. Finally, to deal

with different buyers’ diverse preferences, person-

alization is needed. Personalization is, to a very

limited extent, already available today and an agent

system can make it possible. Agent technology has

already been used with client/server models and their

extensions to build mobile commerce applications

[30].

Case-based reasoning (CBR) capability is involved

in our prototype since we assume that a user’s utility

function is hardly represented as a mathematical

function. CBR is an AI methodology that provides

the foundations of a technology for intelligent systems

[15]. The methodology consists of indexing cases,

retrieving the best past case from memory, adapting

the old solution to conform to the new situation,

testing whether the proposed solution is successful,

and learning to prohibit solution fails. CBR has been

viewed as a technology for automated, intelligent

problem solving [37].

We developed a prototype system and experiment

to show the possibility of the mechanism proposed in

this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 reviews existing research on comparative

shopping. In Section 3, we describe our multi-agent

framework. The architecture of our purchase advisory

system and detail agent behavior algorithm are shown

in Section 4. In Section 5, we present a prototype
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system and experimental analysis to show the feasi-

bility of the idea and we conclude in Section 6.

2. Literature review

One of the definitions of mobile commerce is

any type of transaction of an economic value

having at least at one end a mobile terminal and

thus using the mobile telecommunications network

[36]. According to this definition, mobile commerce

represents a subset of all e-commerce transactions,

both in the business-to-consumer and the business-

to-business areas.

Comparative shopping is one of the most plausible

web services under mobile commerce, as well as

electronic commerce. Comparative shopping services

are obtained by integrating several stores, providing the

user with a uniform interface for posing requests, and

having the application interact with the different stores

to find the best bargains [13]. CompareNet [8] and

Dealpot [9] are some instances. From the customer’s

viewpoint, the provision of electronic stores makes

comparative shopping possible, allowing customers

to browse, compare, and order goods selectively.

The issues for comparative shopping at the point of

sale encompass:

� Infrastructures for enabling comparative shopping
� Web service discovery
� Service comparison and negotiation

First, Short Message Service (SMS), Unstructured

Supplementary Services Data (USSD), Cell Broadcast

(CB), SIM Application Toolkit (SAT), Wireless Appli-

cation Protocol (WAP), Web Clipping, and Mobile

Station Application Execution Environment (MexE)

represent enabling technologies for mobile commerce,

including comparative shopping. Global Positioning

System (GPS) is a system that consists of 24 satellites

that orbit in a particular constellation to each other so

that several satellites fall within line of sight for any

GPS receiver. Cell of Origin (COO) can be used as a

location-fixing scheme for existing customers of net-

work operators, but it is not as exact as the other

methods.

Next, to find web services in a more efficient and

intelligent fashion, SemanticWeb technology is emerg-

ing. The realization of the Semantic Web is underway

with the development of new AI-inspired content

markup languages, such as OIL, DAML + OIL

(http://www.daml.org/2000/10/daml-oil), and DAML-

L (the last two are members of the DARPA Agent

Markup Language (DAML) family of languages) [21].

Using DAML markup, one can provide a declarative

advertisement of service properties and capabilities

which is computer readable.

Finally, several comparative shopping tools, based

on technology such as Jango [12] or Junglee [28],

have already been introduced and are in widespread

use. These tools work on servers connected to a

central product database, or on an infomediary such

as a portal. They generally assume that the data source

can be easily accessed and that data is delivered

rapidly and reliably [27].

An emerging technology to find web resources that

offer a specific services is ‘‘meta-services’’: a program

that provides the user with an interface to perform

comparative shopping. Given a request from the user,

the program accesses several such services in parallel

providing each of them with the request. It then

processes the information obtained from the services

and presents it to the user. Examples of the meta-

services are MetaCrawler [32] and Savvy Search [31]

for search engines, and BargainFinder Agent [1] for

comparative shopping.

Similar techniques have been used in comparative

shopping agents to extract information from specific

sites of on-line stores [11]. SmartClient is a distributed

agent-based architecture for gathering information. It

implements navigational features that can be tailored to

the exact needs of each user. It offers solutions to

capture the initial large quantity of ‘‘crude informa-

tion’’ into a temporary data store, uses constraint

satisfaction problem solving techniques to model the

data without full deployment of databases, helps users

to browse in this complex data space, and assists them

in choosing the best solutions that fit their profile and

dynamic criteria [27].

3. Multi-agent framework

A multi-agent intelligent system is utilized in this

paper for modeling a comparative shopping mecha-

nism. It is suitable for describing the coordinating
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and negotiating nature of sellers in a market. Nego-

tiation is a process that takes place between two or

more agents who are attempting to achieve goals

when they cannot achieve their own original goals.

Since these goals may conflict, they have to com-

municate between themselves to achieve the goals

[26]. Multi-agent systems offer a new dimension for

coordination and negotiation in an enterprise. Incor-

porating autonomous agents into the problem-solving

process allows improved coordination of different

functional unit-defined tasks, both independent of

the user and of the functional units under control

[2,3,14,16,20,25,33–35,38–40]. Under a multi-agent

system, the problem-solving tasks of each functional

unit become populated by a number of heterogene-

ous intelligent agents with diverse goals and capa-

bilities [17,18,22,38,40].

In this paper, we have assumed a system that

consists of single buyer (B-agent), multiple sellers (S-

agents), and one negotiator (Negotiator). The agents

are defined by the following set of characteristics.

Dj ��� Vector of proposal provided by

S � agent j ¼< e1; e2; . . . ; en > ð1Þ

where ek, 1V kV n denotes kth element to negotiate

U ��� Buyer0s utility function ¼ f ðDj;C; sÞ ð2Þ

where s denotes sensitivity about contextual pressure

C ��� Vector of contextual information

¼< c1; c2; . . . ; cm > ð3Þ

where cl, 1V lVm denotes lth contextual data

UPj ��� Seller j’s unit profit function ¼ pj � UCj

ð4Þ

where UCj denotes Seller j’s unit cost function

PMj ��� Performance measures of S � agent j:

ð5Þ

4. System architecture

The overview of our system architecture is shown

in Fig. 1. The Negotiator is always listening to any

B-agent, which wants to find comparative goods

which are proposed through the selling agents (S-

agent). The B-agent can be downloaded and resides

in the buyer’s mobile device or possibly on the

server. When the buyer goes shopping and finds a

candidate product for purchase, he/she may ask his/

her own B-agent if any other goods with competitive

condition exist in other shops. The B-agent then

submits a new request to the Negotiator so that it

may introduce some other agents who are interested

in proposing the same or similar goods with better

condition. The Negotiator first selects a set of S-

agents by querying a self-contained information

repository. Secondly, the request from the B-agent

is streamed to the selected S-agents.

The ultimate goal of the negotiation in this

system is to realize win–win situations between

the B-agent and the S-agent. The B-agent may get

more competitive goods than what the buyer is

actually seeing at that time. The S-agent can

increase total sales and profits by encompassing

new buyers by a Negotiator. The Negotiator will

also maximize the rate of successful contracts

between the B-agent and the S-agent. To do so,

the Negotiator should:

� provide information on what a buyer wants as

sufficiently and correctly as possible
� encourage the S-agents to offer more competitive

bids
� bring the last suggestion to the B-agent as soon as

possible:

The first goal is closely related to how correctly

the Negotiator or S-agent fits buyers’ preferences.

However, it is natural to assume that both the

Negotiator and S-agents do not know the correct

buyers’ utility function because it is nearly impos-

sible to have a considerable number of the buyers’

profiles ahead of time. However, it would be rea-

sonable that the seller agents may remember the

previous bidding results. Therefore, we put a case

base to the Negotiator. Table 1 shows a representa-

tive subset of the property features used in our

architecture. Among these features, contextual infor-

mation such as location, weather, and calendar is

acquired from a context database, the context of

which is arriving externally.
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The similarity between a new problem and a case

in memory is computed as follows:

Similarityðt; cÞ ¼
X

i¼1...n

wi*simðti; ciÞ; ð6Þ

where t indicates target query, c stands for case, and w

denotes weight.

To arrive at the second goal, each of the S-agents

which receives the request is encouraged to start a cost/

benefit analysis to optimize its own unit profit by

changing some decision parameters involved in its

own cost function:

Max TotalProfit ¼ Sales Volume

*ðUnit Price� Unit CostÞ
s.t.

Suggesting condition must be delegated by the user.

Suggesting condition must be better than any other

conditions made by any other S-agents and initial

condition.

For autonomous negotiation, each S-agent is dele-

gated to some extent by its own user. For example,

least price allowed by the user is informed and the

corresponding S-agent can negotiate by modifying its

own price condition unless it violates the allowable

price level.

Moreover, since the buyer may move around in a

mobile setting, the Negotiator always checks where

the buyer is.

For the last goal, a brokering architecture is basi-

cally considered here since it has been known that the

brokering theoretically outperforms matchmaking in

response to time perspective [10].

Table 1

Subset of the property features in case base

Attribute Value type

Case_No Integer

Product_No Integer

Product_Description Text

Price Integer, decimal

Level of quality Integer, range (1. . .7)

Preference Integer

Customer description Text

Contextual information Location Integer

Weather Integer

Calendar Integer

Fig. 1. Overview of the general system architecture.
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4.1. Negotiator

The B-agent gets a message request from its

buyer through a user interface in a mobile device.

In the message, data such as current location of the

buyer, product name, price, quality are included.

Then the B-agent asks the Negotiator if it can

produce a better deal. The Negotiator estimates the

Fig. 2. Class description of the negotiator.
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buyer’s current preference for the product by case-

based reasoning, and then retrieves the data set of

those buyers who also treat the same or similar

products from the buyer table in the information

repository. Then Negotiator initializes a set of can-

didates who will participate with the deal. The

communication between B-agent and S-agents is

continued until only one candidate remains. The

class description of Negotiator is shown in Fig. 2.

4.2. S-agent

According to the value of method derived from

Negotiator, those relevant methods in S-agent and

B-agent begin to run. The class description of the S-

agent is shown in Fig. 3. An S-agent first gets

delegation data from the individual database. By

fixed interval or special request from its owner, the

delegation data may be updated for the time being.

The main role of S-agent is to provide better

conditions for a new subscription from the Nego-

tiator. The S-agent can autonomously change price

or quality level while satisfying given delegation

constraints. If a better condition is found, then a

new suggestion is prepared and then sent to the

Negotiator. If not, a quitting sign is issued for

withdrawal.

4.3. B-agent

The main contribution of the B-agent is to keep

the current best condition, compare it with a new

Fig. 3. Class description of S-agent.

Fig. 4. Class description of B-agent.
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condition arrived from Negotiator, and finally, to

select the best condition on behalf of the user

from among a sequence set of conditions. Since

the object-orientation has encapsulation capability,

the agents do not need to know each other’s

internal algorithms. They only pass input and out-

put messages to each other. Similarly, the B-agent

stands for its client and conducts a pursuit of the

client’s preference. Its class definition is depicted

in Fig. 4.

5. Experiments

5.1. Experimental design

To show the feasibility of the idea of our

architecture, let us give an example. A customer is

attending a conference and now needs a dinner. He/

she has a wireless terminal and will look around at

some restaurants within an area ranged from (0,0)–

(120,120). Let us assume that there are a total of 15

restaurants, 4 of which have their own selling agents

(S-agents) that can be accessed by the customer’s

wireless terminal. The restaurants are tagged as 1, 2,

3, and 4, and they are selling at locations (40,20),

(100,60), (50,80), and (90,100), respectively. The

locations are shown Fig. 5.

The agents are defined by the following set of

characteristics.

Dj ��� Vector of proposal provided by

S � agent j ¼< pj; qj > ð7Þ

pj ��� price level proposed by S � agent j

qj ��� level of service proposed by S � agent j

U ��� Buyer0s utility function

¼ f ðpj; qj;w; c; djt; sÞ

w��� weather ð1� 5Þ

c��� calendar ðtime pressureÞ ð1� 5Þ

djt ��� distance between buyer and seller

j at time t

s��� sensitivity about contextual pressure ð8Þ
The utility function is unknown to the S-agents

and even to the Negotiator. We assumed that there

are N buyers but in order to simplify our experi-

ments, we also assumed that they have the same

utility functions. The reason for this simplification is

that, as the number of buyers increases, the effects

from the differences among the utility functions will

be reduced because the functions are randomly

Fig. 5. Illustrative example.
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Fig. 6. Example of the interactivity of the agents.
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selected and assigned. Therefore, the only thing to

additionally consider is to just make N personal case

bases, which is possible if the Negotiator can get the

information about users as they register as members.

Under such an assumption, in this paper, we have

chosen buyer’s payoff, sellers’ total payoff, sellers’

Fig. 7. Convergence of case-based reasoning.

Fig. 8. Distribution of winners.
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total sales, and rate of win as the performance

measures.

5.2. Prototype and analysis

Our proposed prototype was implemented using

Java under JDK1.3.1 and experimented on several

networked PC platforms. The case base and other data

tables are made in Microsoft Access 2000 and linked

using ODBC connections. The main goal of our experi-

ment is to investigate the performance of our coordi-

nation mechanism. To facilitate our experiment, we

assume that the selling agents have been delegated to

some extent by corresponding restaurants, and hence

may vary their own price level and level of quality to

negotiate with the customer. The customer’s agent (B-

agent) sends requests to Negotiator to have its cus-

tomer find the best restaurant.

To analyze the performance of our prototype sys-

tem, we formulated three types of negotiation: (1) no

negotiation (NN), (2) primitive negotiation with only

price level (PN) and (3) compound negotiation with

quality as well as price level (CN). NN means that the

Negotiator does nothing but simply deliver requests

from the B-agent to the S-agents and the S-agents

suggest their own fixed conditions. This kind of nego-

tiation represents traditional content-based shopping

mall site: the condition can be updated only manually.

Under PN, the agents may vary their own price level

autonomously.

Each coordination type was simulated 100 times and

the time span of each simulation was 100 periods. At

each period, the location and variables of a product pro-

vided by an arbitrary off-line shop are produced by ran-

dom number generation. The following two hypotheses

are raised through multi-agents based experiments:

Hypothesis 1: The results by CN will outperform that

by NN.

Hypothesis 2: The results by CN will outperform that

by PN.

In this paper, we have chosen buyer’s payoff (i.e.

average preference), sellers’ payoff (i.e. total sales),

and rate of win as the performance measures. The

profit of the S-agent is only implicitly considered

because we assume that an S-agent is a software

program purchased by a seller.

The profit of Negotiator also is not included in the

performance measures because the profit of Negotiator

is proportional to that of a seller. It is reasonable that

Negotiator will gain by charging a fee to those sellers

as many web sites do, and hence, its sales might be

proportional to the frequency of transactions, which

will definitely depend on federating sellers’ rate of win

and/or payoffs. Moreover, win–win situations be-

tween sellers and buyers, not just agents, are focused

Table 2

Summary of performances

Rate of wins Buyer’s payoff Sellers’ payoff

NN N = 2 46.4% 196.34 749.85

N = 6 46.5% 185.34 713.00

N = 10 48.3% 187.87 717.25

PN N = 2 57.3% 312.14 830.81

N = 6 58.5% 308.45 828.91

N = 10 58.9% 297.08 810.97

CN N = 2 73.4% 350.75 1106.91

N = 6 74.6% 347.17 1094.82

N = 10 75.5% 336.79 1073.74

Fig. 9. Buyer’s payoff.
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in performance evaluation. As a result, according to

the assumptions, it would be redundant to consider the

profits of Negotiator or S-agents as performance

measures. However, it could be worthwhile to consider

the agents and negotiator as game players who max-

imize their own profits and to consider their strategic

interaction, which are being actively considered by

several researches in the area of game theory.

Fig. 6 shows an example of the interactivity of the

agents in negotiation with compound parameters

mode. At first, information of a product and location

(R# = 0) where a buyer stops is sent to the S-agent. In

this example, the information vector is <R#, location,

weather, calendar, price, quality, unit cost, preference,

status> = < 0, (11,65), ‘‘Windy or Rainy’’, ‘‘5 hours

left’’, 1583, 2, ‘‘unknown’’, 737, 0>. Each of the S-

agents (R# = 1–4) aims to maximize the profit by

changing price and quality. If the value of the decision

variables changes, then the cost is also changed by a

marginal cost, of which data is contained in the

corresponding S-agent. However, the decision is sub-

ject to a constraint that the cost should not exceed the

maximum cost level allowed. If an S-agent cannot

find an improved suggestion, then the agent quits

(status = 2), unless the improved suggestion is deliv-

ered to the Negotiator, and Negotiator then sends it to

the B-agent so that the agent may compare it with the

current suggestion. If the new suggestion is estimated

as giving more preference to the buyer, then current

winner (status = 0) is changed. The estimation of the

preference is based on the knowledge about past cases

that are provided by the Negotiator.

The Fig. 7 shows how the outcomes of CBR con-

verge into actual value as the number of case increases.

The normalized value is calculated as follows (9):

Normalized value

¼ ðEstimated user preference by CBR

=Actual user preferenceÞ*100% ð9Þ

As seen, Fig. 7 shows that the normalized value is

rapidly converged to 100%, which means the estimated

Fig. 10. Seller’s payoff.

Fig. 11. Seller’s rate of wins.
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value of user preference by CBR is dramatically con-

verged to actual user preference for the time being.

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of winners by chang-

ing contextual value: calendar. First, as expected, the

number of cells of 0’s decreases when the value of C

increases: the user has less time pressure of changing

restaurant, and hence, he/she can move more easily.

Secondly, the area of 1–4 winners is basically located

in their own original location. However, the size of the

area is quite different from each other, which is caused

by bargain power: price and quality. As the time

pressure becomes less critical, a seller whose bargain

power is relatively strong tends to enlarge its area

wider than any other sellers.

Let us investigate the experimental results, which

compare the performance of the multi-agents based on

the above coordination. To illustrate the performance

difference of each coordination type more clearly, we

summarize and compare the performance in Table 2

and Figs. 9–11.

Fig. 6 depicts the buyer’s payoff of nine alterna-

tives. N is a level of insensibility about distance from a

store served by a certain agent and the location where a

buyer stands. In other words, when the value of N

increases, the sensitivity decreases, which implies the

buyer feels indifferent about the distances. The figures

clearly show that negotiation with compound param-

eters (CN) outperforms PN and NN. To show the

significance of the performance, Figs. 7 and 8 show

that the performance of CN is explicitly better than PN

and NN. Table 3 is given to test two hypotheses.

The two null hypotheses provide that the perform-

ance models will yield equal results. If p-value is

greater than 0.05 or 0.01, then the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected statistically. Based on such a

principle, we can conclude that the statistical test

results for Hypothesis 1 indicate that the null hypoth-

esis is strongly rejected statistically: less than 1%

significance levels. We deduce that the active coordi-

nation performance outperforms passive coordination.

In the case of Hypothesis 2, in which the negotia-

tion with compound parameter is compared to no

negotiation, the null hypothesis is rejected for buyer’s

payoff, sellers’ total payoff, and sellers’ rate of wins.

Therefore, we conclude that the method of nego-

tiation with compound parameters yields a better

performance than negotiation with single parameter,

or no negotiation.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have described a framework of a

context-aware multi-agent intelligent system with

multiple parameters and CBR capability for compa-

rative shopping. The framework enables a new com-

peting model: the off- and on-line shops are showing

their own products to buyers who are going through

off-line shops.

According to the experimental results, as expected,

the negotiation with compound items yields a better

performance than negotiation with single item and no

negotiation, respectively. These show the negotiation

feature and the intelligence to autonomously adjust

proposals to the buyer’s preference by searching for

past cases that may represent similar negotiations and

anticipating the best condition within the delegation

boundary.

In addition to this, based on our simulation, we

have found that contextual information such as buy-

er’s weights of distance, weather conditions, and

calendar information, may affect the bidding results.

Table 3

Results of statistical test

Hypotheses Performance measures Difference t-value p-value

Hypothesis 1 (n= 10) Buyer’s payoff 38.61 2.8593 0.0022***

Sellers’ total payoff 357.06 11.0976 0.0000***

Sellers’ rate of wins 0.17 8.0368 0.0000***

Hypothesis 2 (n= 10) Buyer’s payoff 238.61 17.6533 0.0000***

Sellers’ total payoff 276.10 9.1224 0.0000***

Sellers’ rate of wins 0.27 13.0526 0.0000***

***p< 0.01.
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This implies that an ever-changing environment plays

an important role in implementing comparative shop-

ping under mobile commerce. Context-awareness

does matter and should be considered.

We are now expanding our experiments into more

realistic settings from the simulation level. In partic-

ular, because the buyers’ profiles used in the experi-

ments are artificially created, adopting real profiles

may bring out unanticipated experimental results.

Additionally, decision-making criteria also must be

refined. Even though these restrictions are being left

in the proposed system, the proposed mechanism will

be expected to open new application areas in context-

aware mobile commerce.
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